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Lecture No. 37
Dated: . March 10, 2018 .

. Hermeneu3 tics & Exegesis .
. Font sized for On-Line Reading 16pt .
No. 1.)

Today we are going to take a look at one of the worst factors

Satan has successfully involved the SDA church into.
No. 2.)

The great controversy between Christ and Satan is over the

human mind, because what you think, you are. Slow down and think
about those words, what you think, you are. This begs the question, who
is involved in shaping our thinking? First, our parents; second, our
school teachers; third, our peers; fourth, other teachers in various forms,
toys, entertainment, &c.; all input to our minds, these shape our thinking;
and what you think — you are; for thought is parent to act.
No. 3.)

Philip Melanchthon and Martin Luther were major players in

the great Reformation; something many do not know about these men is
their labor to parent true Christian education. On the side of Satan,
Ignatius of Loyola started the Jesuit order of Catholic priests whose
primary mission was to counter the true Christian education of the
Protestant Reformation. And right here can be seen one of the biggest
battles of our time, the battle to control what you think.
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No. 4.)

Swirling about the time the United States of America was

formed, the countryside was flooded with anti-Catholic books, with
good reason, a very large portion of the population was fleeing from
religious persecution, at the hands of the Catholic church. These people
knew, from first-hand experience, the great evil of Jesuits and their
wicked devices. Many were the warnings of allowing any Catholics into
any position of authority or influence. So the Jesuits went underground,
a deathly practice that has very well succeeded to this day. They posed
as “good” Protestants, and consequently were given the positions they
wanted. From these positions they used their power to shape the thinking
of the people, even causing forced education to be instituted across the
land. Now you should be connecting some dots here, because after your
parents comes school teachers, in the great game of shaping what you
think.
No. 5.)

The educational field became dominated by the jesuits,

wolves in sheep’s clothes. They instituted a strict hierarchical system of
governance throughout the educational system, the better to control it all.
Under the guidance of Satan, degrees, honors, class levels, &c.,
constituted one of the strongest appeals to human pride, thus reaping a
monster portion of mankind. Commonly, those in possession of a college
education look down their nose at those who don’t, thus perpetuating the
desire of many for the honor of the world.
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True Christian education happened under the hand of Christ

No. 6.)

as he taught the disciples; an example all Christians are to follow, and
the simplest, plainest, example of true Christian education.
At this point we have identified the true two sources of power

No. 7.)

in the shaping of our thinking. First and foremost is God and his Son,
Christ; second is the great liar and the father of lies. In this process of
stroking the pride of man and controlling the process, from the forced
State schools, now comes accreditation. A powerful process by which
sanction is conferred upon certain schools over others; again, we have
the stroking of human pride and, now, privilege added, for those who
pay more, get more; hence the need for $$$. And this entire process has
enveloped all the churches of the land. Notice the following example
taken from https://www.andrews.edu/sem/about/; you can download
these notes from the Advent Seventh-day Keepers.org site, to get the
addresses.
No. 8.)

Here is what we are told, from the SDA church’s own site,

for Andrews. “The Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary was
voted into existence in 1936 by action of the General Conference of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church. It operated in Washington, D.C. until it
was transferred to Berrien Springs, Michigan in 1960. Here it became a
school of the newly established Andrews University. The Seminary is
fully accredited by The Association of Theological Schools in the
United States and Canada...and the Higher Learning Commission.”
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“The primary mission of the Seventh-day Adventist Theological
Seminary is to prepare ministers and teachers to serve in the Seventh-day
Adventist Church.”
No. 9.)

All this sounds very nice, but let’s do a little thinking about

what we have just read. Here we have a church, the SDA church, which
was born out of the Advent movement of 1831-1844; which movement
was a test for all Protestant churches, world-wide, at that time. This
movement was sanctioned by God through true visions given to at least
two different people, it was set apart from the worldly churches by God,
it was then given a special mission by God, to give the final warning
message to all mankind; and now, 174 years after being given this
commission, they are going back to the worldly churches to seek their
permission to do the work that God told them to do! It is not for nothing
that rumors abound about jesuits in high places in the SDA church. And
for all that, what is being taught the students?; why they are being taught
what the accreditation organization tells them to teach, because if they
don’t, they don’t get accredited! Simple.
No. 10.)

Now you understand the key points, you are what you think;

you think the way you think because of what someone taught you;
jesuits had a huge impact on why you think the way you think; and God
wants you to be free, free to think for yourself. Those who choose to
attend the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary at Andrews
University, are required to study material by non-SDA people.
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Among the morass of error, forced upon the students, is hermeneutics
and exegesis; both quite similar. We will take a look at this evil device
of Satan, that has taken the SDA mind by storm, as it were.
No. 11.)

“Hermeneutics ... [1] is the theory and methodology of

interpretation,[2][3] especially the interpretation of biblical texts,.....
Folk etymology places its origin with Hermes, the mythological Greek
deity who was the 'messenger of the gods'.[13] Besides being a mediator
between the gods and between the gods and men, he led souls to the
underworld upon death. Hermes was also considered to be the inventor
of language and speech, an interpreter, a liar, a thief and a trickster.[13]
These multiple roles made Hermes an ideal representative figure for
hermeneutics;” and that little piece came from wikipedia, circa
9.16.2016. It has been told to me that all the different seminaries of all
the different Protestant religions use all the same books, teach all the
same classes, and all students are required to take hermeneutics;
including the SDA church. I have personally seen the books in the
Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary bookstore, I know the
anti-Adventist authors there presented; and of course, you, if a student
there, are expected to “buy your class-books” there.
No. 12.)

Here is the key point about our subject for today;

hermeneutics and exegesis both teach that you must look at a text in it’s
context, then you can gain an understanding of what that text is saying.
This is a half-truth that is a whole lie; straight from the father of
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liars, Satan. I had a woman come to the house because she heard I was
saying things about the SOP. Shortly after her arrival I pulled out the
Desire of Ages, turning to page 568, reading the tenth line up from the
bottom, “He (Christ) is today standing at the altar of incense,...” Now
every SDA worth anything of the name, knows that Christ is in the Most
Holy place, and the altar of incense is in the Holy place; which makes
this sentence blasphemy. The first words out of her mouth were, “Well, I
need to see it in context.” That word “context” has become the mantra of
Adventism, from the pulpit to the street the cry is raised “context” show
me the context! I have had many people tell me how wrong I am because
I do not look at the context. Satan has got the masses believing the lie,
that context sanctions a lie. And here is the great problem for so many,
as they strain at a nat and swallow a camel! They are trusting to their
“certified, licensed, sanctioned” pastor, who has been brainwashed into
the arts of hermeneutics and exegesis in seminary and goes forth
teaching what he was taught, “context!” But, they are both blind, and
they are both out of the strait and narrow way, rejecting the light of the
Midnight Cry, they have fallen off the path down in the dark and wicked
world below.
No. 13.)

This is a very serious problem. How is it that professing

Christians would dare to go to anyone but God, the true author of the
Bible, to get an understanding of what he wrote??? How about you
write a letter to your significant other, and they come to me asking what
it is you meant to say in your letter? Worse yet, you are right there, in the
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next room. It’s a high insult to God that those who lay a claim to the
glories of Heaven and eternal life, would turn to Satan, the archenemy
of every true Christian, and like wandering Eve, ask Satan what God
meant to say in the Bible! Seriously, what do you think the father of
lies is going to tell such? Is it any wonder the SDA church is in the
condition it is in today?
God says this about the church leaders of the day. “Why there

No. 14.)

is so little of the Spirit of God manifested, is because ministers learn to
do without it. They lack the grace of God; lack forbearance and
patience; lack a spirit of consecration and sacrifice; and this is the only
reason why some are doubting the evidences of God's word. The trouble
is not at all in the word of God, but in themselves. They lack the grace of
God; lack devotion, personal piety and holiness. This leads them to be
unstable, and throws them often on the Devil's battle-field. I saw
however pious men may have appeared to be; however strong they may
have advocated the truth; when they begin to talk unbelief in regard to
some scriptures which caused them to doubt the inspiration of the Bible,
be afraid of them; for God is at a great distance from them.
No.9,p.27.
No. 15.)

Best you put some distance between this apostasy and

yourself, else you partake of the same punishment. We are called to
separate from sin and sinners. Better think about why you think, what
you think, and, is that ok?
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No. 16.)

Links to quoted material: http://www.hlcommission.org/;

https://www.andrews.edu/sem/about/;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermeneutics;
http://www.ats.edu/

And that is...
~ The End ~
of our Presentation for Today,
God Bless your Study
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